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Abstract Recently various real-time communication protocols have been proposed. In 
this paper, first, we propose a timed 1/0 automaton model so that we can simply 
specify such real-time protocols. The proposed model can handle not only 
time but also data values. Then, we propose a conformance testing method for 
the model. In order to trace a test sequence (1/0 sequence) on the timed 1/0 
automaton model, we need to execute each 1/0 action in the test sequence at 
an adequate execution timing which satisfies all timing constraints in the test 
sequence. However, since outputs are given from JUTs and uncontrollable, 
we cannot designate their output timing in advance. Also their output timing 
affects the executable timing for the succeeding 1/0 actions in the test sequence. 
Therefore, in general, the executable timing of each input action in a test sequence 
can be specified by a function of the execution time of the preceding 1/0 actions. 
In this paper, we propose an algorithm to decide efficiently whether a given test 
sequence is executable. We also give an algorithm to derive such a function from 
an executable test sequence automatically using a technique for solving linear 
programming problems, and propose a conformance testing method using those 
algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Conformance testing is one of methods to improve the reliability of com

munication protocols [3, 11]. However, conformance testing for models with 
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the notion of time has not sufficiently studied. Recently, some conformance 
testing methods have been proposed in [4, 5, 13, 15] for real-time models such 
as timed automata [ 1 ] . 

Alur's timed automata model [1] is a simple and nice model for specifying 
real-time systems, and a lot of verification techniques have been proposed 
[2]. However, basically it does not treat data values used in communication 
protocols. Especially, in multimedia communication protocols such as QoS 
control for video streams, sometimes one may want to specify different timeout 
intervals depending on the size of data to be transmitted. Also, it is possible 
that the timing of each action of the process may depend on the type and/or 
size of transmitted data. For the above purposes, we need models that can treat 
not only time but also data values. It is also desirable that such models have 
efficient verification and/or testing methods. Here, we need a model which 
combines timed automata with EFSMs. 

In testing EFSMs or real-time systems, there are some problems to be solved. 
First, a given test sequence is not always executable. In order to execute the 
test sequence, we must find some appropriate input values or execution timing 
which satisfy its transition conditions. In contrast to the case of EFSMs, in the 
case of real-time systems, the tester can designate the input timing. However, 
in general, the output timing is not controlled by the tester and it is decided 
by each IUT itself. Moreover, the executable timing of some 110 action may 
depend on the execution time of its preceding 110 actions. It is desirable that 
whenever the preceding output actions are executed, there always exists some 
adequate input timing such that its succeeding sequence is executable. Thus, 
in this paper we propose a timed 110 automaton model for specifying real-time 
protocols and a conformance testing method for the model which handles the 
problems described above. 

In our timed 110 automaton model, each transition is either input or output 
action. Moreover, in order to describe timing constraints among actions, we 
introduce some variables and one special global time variable which always 
holds the current time. The variables can hold not only time values but 
also values expressed as linear expressions of the time values and input data. 
Each transition condition can be specified by a logical conjunction of linear 
inequalities of those two types of variables. Note that any Alur's time automata 
can be specified in this model. 

We define two kinds of executability (traceability) of test sequences, must
traceability and may-traceability. A must-traceable test sequence can be always 
executed if we specify some appropriate input timing for its input actions, no 
matter when its output actions are executed. A may-traceable test sequence can 
be executed only when the execution time of its output actions belongs to the 
sub-ranges which make the succeeding actions executable. In this paper, we 
present an efficient algorithm for checking the must/may-traceability of given 
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test sequences and obtaining the upper and lower bounds for each input action 
as functions of the execution time of its preceding 110 actions. 

Based on UIOv-method [16], we propose a conformance testing method for 
our model. Our method can be used for improving the reliability of a given IUT. 
In our method, we assume that the errors in IUTs fall into some specific types, 
and under the assumption we check the correctness of IUTs by checking (1) 
the traceability of the derived test sequences and (2) the executability of each 
transition condition at some specified boundary time where the boundary time 
denotes the moments when the truth value of the transition condition changes. 

2. TIMED 1/0 AUTOMATON MODEL 
2.1 DEFINITIONS 
Definition 1 A timed 110 automaton is a 10-tuple M =< S, A, I fOtype, t, 
V, Pred, Def, 8, Sinit• { Xlinit• X2init• ... , Xkinit} >, where 

• 8= {so,sl, ... ,sn} isafinitesetofstates. 

• A is a finite set of 1/0 actions. 

• I /Otype = {!, ?} U {?vlv is an input variable} is a set of 110 types, 
where the symbols ? and ! represent input and output, respectively. The 
symbol ? v represents that the input value is assigned to the variable v 
whose value may be used in the transition conditions of its succeeding 
actions. Each variable v can hold a rational number. 

• t denotes the global clock variable which always holds the current time 
as a rational number. 

• V = {x1, x2, ... , xk} is a finite set of variables which can hold rational 
numbers. 

• Pred is a set of linear inequalities P[t, x1, x 2 , ... , xk] on rational num
bers and their logical conjunctions. 

• Def is a set of assignments. An assignment is a function which maps 
variables Xi E V to a linear expression f(t, v, x1, x2, ... , xk), denoted 
by Xi+- j(t, V, XI. X2, ... , Xk)· 

• 8 S x A x I fOtype x Pred x Def x Sis a transition relation. 

• Sinit E S is the initial state of M. 

• { Xlinit. X2init, ... , Xkinit} is a set of the initial values for variables X1, 

X2, ... , Xk E V. 
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a?v [true] b! [xa<=t<=xa+xb] 
xa <-- t, xb <-- v l { xb <-- t+O.I *xb l 

sO s I }---t.r 

Figure I Semantics of the proposed model 

• There is no state from which there are two outgoing transitions with the 
same 1/0 actions. 

Note that, from the last constraint in the above definition, the timed I/0 
automaton is deterministic. Output values are omitted in this model since if 
they affect succeeding transition conditions, such conditions can be specified 
using the variables in V, input variables and global clock variable t. An element 

of a transition relation (s, a,$, P, D, s') E b of M is denoted by s a$[P\D M s'. 

If Misunderstood from the context, we simply writes a$[P\D s'. 
Intuitively, the semantics of our timed I/0 automaton model is as follows. 

For instance, at state so in Fig. 1, the input action a? v is executable. If a? v 

has been executed, the state moves into s 1 and the execution time of a? v is 
assigned to Xa according to the assignment {xa +- t}. Also, the input value v 
is assigned to xb according to the assignment { xb +- v}. If the execution time 
of a? v is 5 and the input value vis 3, then the values of Xa and Xb become 5 and 
3, respectively. So the output action b! will be executed on time t such that the 
transition condition 5 t 5 + 3 holds, that is, within time 8. If the execution 
time of b! is 6, the value oft + 0.1 * xb, which is equal to 6 + 0.1 * 3 = 6.3, is 
assigned to variable Xb and the state moves into s2 . At state s 2, there are two 
choices. If Xb - Xa 3 holds, then the input action c? is executable. For the 
above case, since Xb - Xa = 6.3 - 5 = 1.3 3 holds, c? is executable. In 
the case that Xb - Xa > 3 holds, another input action d? is executable for 20 
seconds after a? is executed. 

Relation to Timed Automata. Our model can simulate any timed automaton 
in the original version of Alur's timed automata [1]. Let's consider the example 
in Fig. 2. Since the global clock variable t has the current time in our model, by 
replacing each clock variable t1 in Alur's timed automaton into t- t1, we can 
obtain the same time constraints in our model. The reset(t1 ) operation can be 
simulated by assigning the current time t to the clock variable t1 ( {it +- t} ). 
If Alur's model has several clock variables, then the corresponding our model 
also has (at most) the same number of variables. 
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Alur's model 

Our model 

tl<
starting time 

Figure 2 Simulation of Alur's automata 

nnt_mdf! 
1Th2>=x9-(x3+w) and t<=x Ul+d] 
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first_display _end !I x3+a<=t<=x3+b II x4<--t) 

display _end! 
[x7+a<=t<=x7+b] I xK<--t) 

display_start! S6 display_start_intime! S? 
)x6>=x3+w and l<=x6+dllx9<--tl )x6<x3+w and x3+w<=t<=x3+w+d)lx7<--t) 

Figure 3 Media synchronization protocol 

2.2 EXAMPLE 
As an example of the timed 110 automata, we present a slightly modified 

specification of a receiving node of a media synchronization protocol[8] in 
Fig. 3. The media synchronization protocol specifies how to synchronize real
time continuous media such as video stream when the transfer rate quickly 
changes. 

In this system, the sending node tries to send data continuously at the fixed 
rate to the receiving node. First, the sending node sends to the receiving node 
a video packet with a time-stamp representing its sending time. The receiving 
node starts to receive the data at time Xt, and assigns its time-stamp to ts1. 
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Depending on its network propagation delay (minimum x, maximum y), it 
finishes to receive the data at time x2 (xi + x x 2 XI + y). Next, it 
outputs a signal which instructs to start playing the video packet before time 
x2 + d where d denotes the maximum time necessary for preparation to play 
video. Then, it outputs a signal which instructs to finish playing the video 
packet after the duration necessary to finish playing (minimum a, maximum 
b), which depends on the decoding time of the data such as MPEG encoded 
data. After that, the receiving node carries out the above work continuously. 
Moreover, it synchronizes the playing rate with the sending node. To do so, it 
sets the objective starting time for playing the next video packet to time x 3 + w, 
where xa is the starting time for playing the previous video packet and w is 
a difference between two time-stamps of the most recent video packet and its 
previous one. If the actual completion time of receiving data is earlier than 
the objective one (x6 < x 3 + w), the system waits until the objective time and 
then outputs the signal to start playing. Otherwise, it immediately (at time x9 ) 

outputs the signal ("quick recovery of synchronization errors"). However, the 
error is within the specified tolerance Th2 (Th2 xg- (xa + w)), it considers 
that the playing has started in time (noLmdf!), and that the system does not 
adjust the synchronization interval. Otherwise (Th2 x9 - (x3 + w)), the 
actual starting time xg of playing is assigned to x 3 , and the system adjusts 
the synchronization interval (mdf!). Then, it repeats the behaviour described 
above. Note that a, b, d, x, y and Th2 in Fig. 3 are constant parameters specified 
by designers. 

3. EXECUTABILITY OF TRANSITION SEQUENCES 

3.1 MUST/MAY TRACEABILITY 
A transition sequence of a timed I/0 automaton M is viewed as an execution 

path of the transition graph of M. However, in a timed I/0 automaton, the 
value of each variable may change by executing each transition. In order to 
decide whether a given transition sequence is executable, we must consider 
how to change the values of those variables on execution of the actions in the 
transition sequence. To reflect such a change, we apply the technique inspired 
by the general symbolic execution technique (e.g. [5, 10]). First,- we assign 
an unique name for each occurrence of variables in the transition sequence. 
Then we replace each occurrence of variables with an expression containing 
the initial values of the variables and the uniquely named variables. 

• • . . a1$l[P\]D1 Defimtion 1 Let a denote a transttwn sequence so SI 

an$n[Pn]Dn ,.(: . d zr/o M h . h ... l • • • ---=--t Sn OJ a ttme ,, automaton w ere so ts t e mttta state 
Sinit of M. Let ti, ... , tn denote n different variables which represent the 
execution times of ai, ... , an, respectively. Similarly, let VI, ... , Vm denote 
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m different variables which represent the input values of the corresponding m 
occurrences of data-input actions in a. Let xii), ... , xii) represent the values 
of variables XI, ... , Xk E V on i-th state Si of a. Then, using the following 
algorithm, we express xii), ... , xii) by expressions containing only variables 
in { ti, · · ·, ti, XIinit, · · · , Xkinit, VI,···, Vm}· 

• j := 0, for p = 1 to k do := Xpinit 

• for i = 1 to n do 

- if$i =?v then j := j + 1; $i :=?vi 

- for p = 1 to k do 

* ifxp+-f(t,v,xi,···,xk) EDi 
(i) ·- f( . . (i-I) (i-I)) Xp .- tt,v1,xi , ... ,xk 

* else (there are no assignments to Xp in Di) 
(i) ·- (i-I) Xp .- Xp 

Foreachtransitioncondition Pi[t, XI, ... , Xk] of a, let Jii be a condition defined 
by 

Pi Pi[tift, xii-I) /xi, ... , xii-I) /xk] 1\ (ti-l S: ti) 

where each xii) is the expression obtained by the above algorithm, and 
ui/xi, .... , uk/xk] means the expression obtained from Pi[t,xi, .... ,xk] by 
substituting ti, u1, ... , uk into t, XI, ... , Xk, respectively. Each ti represents the 

def - -execution time of action ai. We call w = (ai$I, ti, PI) ... (an$n, tn, Pn) as 
a symbolic trace for a. 

Example 1 The symbolic trace w for the transition sequence (which contains a 
l ) a![t:'Sxb+ 7){ X a +-t} b? v [t:<:;xa +3]{ Xb+-t,xa +-X a +v} c?[t:<:;xb+Mxa + I5:'Sf){} 
oop so ---=t si ---t s2 ---t 

a![t<xb+7]{xa+-t} . . . 
so - ---=t SI of a ttmed 110 automaton M ts obtamed as w 
(a!, ta, ta So Xbinit + 7) {b?v11 tb, tb So ta + 3 1\ ta So tb) (c?, tc, tc < 
tb +51\ ta +VI + 15 S: tc 1\ tb S: tc) (a!, S: tb + 71\ tc S: 

Definition 2 We say that a symbolic trace w is must-traceable, if whenever 
each output action is executed, there always exists some input timing for each 
input action such that the rest of the sequence can be executed. On the other 
hand, we say that a symbolic trace w is may-traceable, if for some output 
timing there exists some input timing such that the rest of the sequence can be 
executed. 
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May-traceability : TrCondMay(w) 

\ and and 
I 

a?va@ta[Pa] r:i) b!@tb[Pb] r:?") c?vc@tc[Pc] C'\ 
.. .. .. 

1 1 , 3vc3tc[PcJ 

: ! 3tb[i% and => 3vc3 

1 and 3tbWb and 'v'tb'[i% => 
Must-traceability : TrCondMust(w) 

w = 

Figure 4 Must/may traceability 

For a symbolic trace w, let TrCondM ust( w) and TrCondM ay( w) denote 
the expressions representing whether w is must/may traceable or not. That is, 
w is must-traceable (or may-traceable) if and only if TrCondMust(w) ( 
or TrCondMay(w)) is true. TrCondMust(w) and TrCondMay(w) are 
calculated recursively like the expressions in Fig. 4. For TrCondMust(w), 
the sub-expression 3tb[Pb] denotes that there exists a timing such that the output 
action b! is executable. And, the sub-expression Vtb' [Pb ==? 3vc3tc[Pc]] denotes 
that there exists an input timing tc executing c? and an adequate input value Vc 
for any output timing in which b! is executed. 

Example 2 A symbolic trace w = {a!, ta, 1 ::; ta::; 5){b?v, tb, tb ::; ta + v 1\ 
tb ::; 51\ ta ::; tb) is must-traceable because the following expression is true. 

Asymbolictracew' = (a!,ta,1::; ta :S 6)(b?v,tb,tb :S ta+vl\tb :S 51\ta :S 
tb) is not must-traceable, since the input action b? v is not executable if the 
output action a! is executed at time ta such that 5 < ta ::; 6. However, w' 
is may-traceable since b? v is executable if a! is executed at time ta such that 
1 ::; ta :S 5. That is, 

3ta[1 :S ta :S 6/\ 
::; ::; 6 ==? 3v3tb[tb ::; + v 1\ tb ::; 51\ ::; tb]]] 

=false 

3ta(1 :S ta :S 6 1\ 3v3tb[tb :S ta + v 1\ tb :S 51\ ta :S tb]] = true 

Decision of must/may traceability. In general, TrCondMust(w) and Tr 
C ondM ay ( w) become rational Pres burger sentences and it is known that there 
exists a decision procedure for the general class [7]. However, the decision 
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problem is NP-hard in the general class. Here, we only use inequalities on 
rational numbers and their logical conjunctions. Hereafter, for this restricted 
class, we will propose an efficient decision algorithm and decide the must/may 
traceability efficiently. 

3.2 EFFICIENT DECISION OF MUST/MAY 
TRACEABILITY 

For simplicity, we regard a linear inequality f(t, x1, x2, .. . ) < t as f(t, x1, 
x 2 , ••• ) + p tn for a sufficiently small positive rational number p and consider 
only two inequality relations and ;?: . We may omit the p in the rest of the 
paper. 

First, we will consider must-traceability. Intuitively, the proposed algorithm 
for checking must-traceability of a symbolic trace w = (a1$1, t1, .?;:) ... 
(an $n, tn, P;;,) works as follows. 

Since the last action an has no succeeding actions, the executable time tn 
of an is a solution of the constraint Pn. In our model, we can transform 
the constraint into the conjunctions of the following three types of linear in
equalities by appropriate transposition: (1) {fi(h, ... , tn-1) tnli E I}, 
(2) {tn 9j(tb ... , tn-d lj E J}, and (3) a conjunction Rn(t1, ... , tn-1) 
of inequalities which contain no tn 's. Therefore, we can obtain the lower 
bound = max{fi(tl, ... , tn-I)Ii E I} and the upper bound = 
min{gj(t1, ... , tn-1)lj E J} as the interval of the executable time tn. In 
order that there exists an executable time tn of an, the expression 
and Rn(t1, ... , tn-1)] must be true. Thus, let TrCondMustn(w) denote 
[ 1\Rn ( t1, ... , tn- I)]. Since we can also express by 
AiEl AjEJ[fi(t1, ... , tn-1) 9j(ti, ... , tn-1)], TrCondMustn(w) can be 
obtained as a conjunction of linear inequalities which contain only variables 
t1, ... , tn-1· 1 IfTrCondMustn(w) is true, then the executable time tn of an 
belongs to the interval [ 

Now we will treat the general case. For each input action ak such that 
$k =? and k < n, .the executable time tk of ak satisfies the constraint 
Pk 1\ TrC ondM ( w). From this constraint, we can obtain tin/ 
and TrCondMustk(w) similarly. Here, TrCondMustk(w) represents the 
condition to make the transition sequence ak, ak+l, ... ,an in w must-traceable. 

For each output action ak' such that $k' =! and k' < n, we can obtain 
TrCondMustk'(w) as follows. Unlike input actions, the output action ak' 
can be executed at any output timing tk' satisfying Pk', since the output tim
ing is uncontrollable. Thus, first, from the constraint Pk', we obtain = 
lpk, (t1, ... , tk'-I), = upk, (t1, ... , tk'-1) and the conjunction of remain-

1If an is a data-input action an ?v. TrCondMustn(w) may also contain the variable v. 
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I I 
lp(ll, ... ,tk•.f) I I up(ll, ... ,lk"·l) ---1_.....,,___ 

hrCmuiMu.vtk'+Jlw)(fl, ... ,fk'-1) 1 I U1'rCtHidM!tYtk'+l(tt•)(tl, •.. ,lk'-l) 

--:-1 ----i--:1-
1 I 

Figure 5 Must traceability for output actions 

der clauses Rk'(h, ... ,tk'-d which does not contain tk'· Here, 
denotes the interval of executable output timing for ak'. Next, we transform 
TrCondMustk'+l(w) into the conjunction of the following three forms: (1) 
{fi(t1, ... , tk'-d tk'li E I'}, (2) {tk' 9j(t1, ... , tk'-1) li E J'}, and 
(3) a conjunction of inequalities Ric, (t1 , ... , tk'-d which' does not contain 
tk'· Then, we obtain the lower bound lrrCondMustk'+1 (w)(t1, ... , tk'-d = 
max{fi(h, ... , tk'-dli E I'} and the upper bound urrCondMustk'+1(w)(t1, 
... , tk'-1) = min{tk' 9j(t1, ... ,tk'-d liE J'} as the interval of exe
cutable time tk' which satisfies TrC ondM ustk' + 1 ( w). The remainder Ric, ( h, 
... , tk'-1) for TrCondMustk'+1(w) is also obtained as an expression with 
variables h, ... , tk'-1· 

Then, ak' is executable and the succeeding sequence is also executable for 
any output timing tk' of ak' if and only if t 1 , ... , tk'-l satisfy the following 
three conditions : 

• lp(t1, ... , up(ti, ... , tk'-d holds (i.e. ak' is executable), 

• as shown in Fig. 5, the interval [lp(l}, ... , tk'-1), up(t1, ... , tk'-I)] is 
included in the interval [lrrCondMustk'+ 1 (w)(tl, · · ·, tk'-d, 
UrrCondMustk'+ 1 (w)(t1, · · ·, tk'-d] (that is, lrrCondMustk'+l(w)(tl, · · ·, 
tk'-d lp(tl, · · · ,tk'-d A up(tl, · · ·, tk'-d UrrCondMustk'+l(w) 
... , tk'-1) holds), and 

• Rk'(t1, ... , tk'-1) A Rlc,(ti, ... , tk'-d holds. 

We use the logical conjunction of these conditions as the condition TrCond 
M ustk' ( w) and carry it over to the preceding actions. 

By applying this method recursively, we can finally obtain TrCondMust1 
(w). In general, TrCondMush(w) is a logical combination of linear in
equalities which may contain the input variables v1, ... , Vm and variables in 
V. By assigning the initial values to the variables in V, we obtain a formula 
D(v1, ... , vm) which contains v 1, ... , Vm only. If this formula is satisfiable, 
we conclude that the given symbolic trace is must-traceable. The formula 
corresponds to TrCondMust(w). Its satisfiability can be checked using the 
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c;,'!v d?lxc+l<=t<=xa+X e!(xd+l<=t<=xd+2 
a?vll<=t<=XI b!(xa+l<=t<=xu+3!12xbwJW-2<=t<=2xa+21 and x<=2+yl and xc+2<=tJ f!lxb+5<=t<=xa+IOI 

® {xa<--t. x<--vl @ {xb<--tl ®{xc<--t, y<--vl {xd<--tl • ® {xe<--tl •@ {xf<--tl •@ 

The !oiytnbulic trace fur this transition sequence is 
w = (a?vl ,ta.(l<=ta<=XJ) (b!,tb.(ta+l<=tb<=tu+3 and ta<=tbl) (c'!v2,tc,[2tb·ta-2<=tc<=2ta+2 and tb<=tcl) 

(d'!,td,[tc+l<=td<=ta+M and vl<=2+v2 ami tc<=td)} (e!,te,ltd+l<=te<=td+2 and tc+2<=te and td<=teJ) 
(f!,tf,/tb+5<=tk=ta+l0 and te<=tfl) 

Figure 6 A transition sequence 

technique for solving linear programming problems. A solution of VI, ... , v m 
can be also obtained by the technique. 

Sufficient condition for more efficient decision of traceability. Note that 
the formula lrrCondM ustk' +l ( w) ( ti, ... , tk' -I) ::; l p ( ti, ... , tk' -I), which is 
generally expressed by max{fi(ti, ... , tk-I) li = 1, ... ,p} ::; max{fj(ti, 
... , tk_I) lj = 1, ... , q}, is actually checked by dividing into q cases, max{JI, 
... , /p} ::; !{ V max{JI, ... , /p} ::; V ... V max{JI, ... , /p} ::; In 
each case, max{!I, ... , /p} ::; fj can be expressed by a logical conjunction 
of inequalities such as 1\i=I, ... ,p (!i ::; fj), so the presented algorithm can be 
applied. 

Here, if we replace the condition max{fi(ti, ... , tk-I) li = 1, ... ,p} ::; 
max{fj(ti, ... , tk-I) lj = 1, ... , q} with its sufficient condition max{fi(ti, 
... , tk-I) li = 1, ... ,p}::; min{fj(ti, ... , tk-I) lj = 1, ... ,q}, the TrCond 
M usti obtained using the replaced condition is also a sufficient condition 
that the given symbolic trace is must-traceable. In this case, the replaced 
condition can be expressed by one logical conjunction of inequalities (without 
disjunction) such as 1\i=l, ... ,p 1\j=l, ... ,q(fi(ti, ... , tn-I) ::; fj(ti, ... , tn-d). 
So we do not have to divide into cases and can efficiently check must -traceability 
by applying the presented algorithm (the sufficient condition works well for 
our example cases in Section 5). 

Example 3 For example, we will apply the algorithm to the symbolic trace 
in Fig. 6. The result is shown in Fig. 7. According to the result, if we give 
input values v1 and v2 which satisfy VI ::; 2 + v2, the sequence is must
traceable. As understood from the result, the executable interval for each 
action is expressed by the function of the execution time of preceding actions. 
On the actual execution of the sequence, we can choose any timing within the 
interval [ t:up] for input action ai?. 2 Once the actual timing ti is decided, 
every occurrence of the variable ti in the interval expression of every succeeding 
action is replaced with the actual value ti- Then the resulting expression is 

2For each output action, we observe its output timing and check whether the timing is in the interval. 
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tjup) = 

TrCondMustJ(w) = 

= 
TrCondMust.(w) = 

= 

TrCondMustd(w) = 

= 

TrCondMustc(w) = 

( tlnf' = 

TrCondMustb(w) = 

t:up) = 

TrCondMusta(w) = 
TrCondMust(w) = 

(max{t., tb + 5}, ta + 10) 

[max{t., tb + 5} ta + 10] 

(max{td, td + 1, tc + 2}, td + 2) 

[max{td,td + 1,tc + 2} td +2Atd +2 ta + 10 

Atb + 5 ta + 10] 

(max{tc,tc + 1},min{ta + 8,ta + 10}) 

[max{tc, tc + 1} min{ta + 8, ta + 10} A tb + 5 ta + 10 

Av1 2+v2] 

(max{tb, 2tb - ta - 2}, min{2ta + 2, ta + 7}) 

[max{tb, 2tb- ta - 2} min{2ta + 2, ta + 7} 

Atb + 5 ta + 10 A v1 2 + v2] 

(max{ta, ta + 1}, ta + 3) 

[max{ta, ta + 1} ta + 3 

Ata + 3 min{ta + 5, 2ta + 2, ta + 7, 1.5ta + 2, ta + 4.5} 

Av1 2 +v2] 

(max{1, 2}, 8) 

[max{1, 2} 8 A v1 2 + v2] 

3v13v2[vl 2 + v2] 

Figure 7 Checking must traceability 

partially computed. The actual interval for each succeeding action is gradually 
fixed by substituting the actual timing for preceding actions. 

May-traceability. The "may-traceability" case is quite similar to the must 
case with a slight modification. We only treat each output action as an input 
action and derive the intervals of execution time for those I/0 actions. If 
the execution time of each output action belongs to the derived time interval, 
which is generally narrow than the original executable time interval for the 
output action, then its succeeding actions can be executed. Thus, we omit the 
detail. 

4. CONFORMANCE TESTING FOR TIMED 110 
AUTOMATA 

In this section, we will propose a conformance testing method. Here, we use 
UI0v-method[16] where, for each state, a transfer sequence and a succeeding 
UIO sequence are treated as a test case and we derive executable time interval 
for each input action in the test case using the algorithm explained above. 
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4.1 PROPOSED TESTING METHOD 
Correctness of implementation of states and transitions. In the proposed 
method, we identify all states in the IUT as follows. 

1 For a given timed I/0 automaton, we consider the corresponding FSM 
in which all transition conditions are removed. We compose a set of 
UIO sequences U = { u 1 , ... , un} (i = 0, ... , n) for each state Si in the 
FSM. Also we generate the set of transfer sequences V = { v1, ... , Vn}, 
each of which leads M from its initial state to a state Si. 

2 Let V.Uo = ui Vi.Ui and V.Ux = ui#j Vi.uj.aij· where uj denotes the 
longest executable prefix of Uj after Vi is executed, and aij denotes the 
first unexecutable VO action of Uj. Intuitively, V. Uo is a set of sequences 
which check the executability of the UIO sequence for each state, and 
V. U x is a set of sequences which check the un-executability of UIO 
sequences for the different states. 

3 We decide the must/may-traceability for all sequences in V.U0 • If all 
sequences are must-traceable, or at least may-traceable, we can use those 
sequences as test cases. 3 If not, we return to step (I) and construct 
different U and V again. 

4 We give the generated test cases V. Uo and V. U x to the IUT. At that time, 
we execute each input action of a test sequence in V.Uo with an executable 
timing which is calculated from the function obtained by the must/may
traceability checking algorithm described in Section 3 by substituting the 
actual execution time of preceding actions into the function. For each 
output action, we check whether the output action is observed at a time 
which satisfies the timing constraints described in the specification.For 
each test sequence Vi.uj.aij in V.Ux, we confirm that it is impossible to 
execute aij after execution of Vi.uj with various timing for more than F 
(sufficiently large number) times.4 

5 If we can observe the same response from the IUT as that of the spec
ification (that is, all the sequences of V.Uo are executable and those of 
V. U x are not executable), we conclude that we have identified all states 
in the IUT. 

We also identify all transitions in the IUT like the above method. At that 
time, we construct V.A. Uo = {vi .aij. Uj laij is an outgoing transition (action) 

3 It is desirable that, for each test sequence v;.u;, the UIO sequence part u; is must-traceable even if the 
transfer sequence part v; is only may-traceable. 
4Note that we may confirm that we can execute only a pmtial sequence of uj. 
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from state Si }, V.Ax= {vi.aiilaij is not an outgoing transition (action) from 
state si} where the set V of transfer sequences is the same one as used in 
the above state identification. Then we confirm that we can observe the same 
response from the IUT for V.A.Uo as that of the specification, and that we 
cannot execute aij in each test sequence of V.Ax after giving Vi with various 
timing for more than F (sufficiently large number) times. If we can observe 
the same response from the IUT as that of the specification, we conclude that 
we have identified all transitions in the IUT. 

When we give V.Uo and V.Ux to the IUT and observe the same response 
as the specification, we regard that the IUT has n different states, which have 
the same set of UIO sequences as those of the corresponding states of the 
specification. For the identification of transitions, we use the same set V of 
transfer sequences as used for state identification. Similar to the traditional 
UIOv-method, we also regard that for each state in the specification, the cor
responding state in the IUT has the same outgoing transitions. Giving an UIO 
sequence to the destination state of the outgoing transition, we regard that the 
destination state corresponds to that of the specification. 

Correctness of implementation of transition conditions. Here, we present 
a method to detect faults in transition conditions of IUTs if the faults are 
restricted to some typical ones. 

On testing of the correctness of transition conditions, we find transitions 
from the initial state step by step using the breadth first search and test them. 
For testing of the last k-th transition of a transition sequence whose length is 
k, we assume that we have already tested the correctness of all the transitions 
from the first one to the (k -1)-th one, and that they are correctly implemented. 

To simplify our explanation, we assume that the timing constraint of the k-th 
transition on a test sequence is specified as (A 1 ::::; tk) 1\ ( A2 ::::; tk) 1\ . .. 1\ (An ::::; 
tk) 1\ (tk ::::; B1) 1\ (tk ::::; B2) 1\ ... 1\ (tk ::::; Bm). and that only one of them, 
for example, (Ah ::::; tk) may be incorrectly implemented and its fault is either 
one of the following six types of errors : (1) (Ah < tk), (2) (Ah ;::: tk). (3) 
(Ah > tk). (4) (Ah = tk), (5) (Ah + C ::::; tk) and (6) (Ah - C ::::; tk) (c: 
positive constant). 

As we mentioned in Section 3, the execution time of k-th transition on a given 
test sequence is specified as max(A1, ... , An) ::::; tk ::::; min(B1, ... , Bm). 
Then if Ah is less than max(A1, ... , An). it makes no effects even if (Ah ::::; tk) 
is implemented as (Ah < tk) incorrectly. For example, even if the timing 
constraint (tk-1 + 1 ::::; tk) 1\ (tk-1 ::::; tk)-on a specification is implemented 
as (tk-1 + 1 ::::; tk) 1\ (tk-1 < tk) incorrectly, the incorrect part (tk-1 < tk) 
makes no effects on the correctness of the whole transition condition because 
the faulty constraint is equal to the correct one (tk_1 + 1 ::::; tk)· Because we 
cannot test the correctness of such a condition, we try to test only the correctness 
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of the transition condition which is executable even if we add the constraint 
Ap + E < Ah (E: sufficiently small constant, E « C) for all other Ap. 

For the execution time of k-th transition, we select three types of execution 
time, (a)max(A1, ... , An)-E, (b)max(A1, ... , An). (c)max(A1, ... , An)+ 
E. The response from the specification (correct IUT) and wrong IUTs with one 
fault in (1 )-(6) is described as follows (the marks o and x mean "executable" 
and "unexecutable", respectively). 

Response (a) (b) (c) 

Spec. X 0 0 

(1) X X 0 

(2) 0 0 X 

(3) 0 X X 

(4) X 0 X 

(5) X X X 

(6) 0 0 0 

Clearly as this table, we can detect every fault because those responses are 
different from the response in the specification. For the above example, we 
generate a symbolic trace w corresponding to the transition sequence from the 
first transition to k-th transition. Then, if k-th transition is an input action, 
we try to check that it is possible to execute k-th transition with the above 
execution timing (b) and (c), and that it is impossible to execute k-th transition 
for more than F times with the above execution timing (a) after execution of 
w with various timings. If we can confirm the above, we conclude that the 
implementation of k-th transition is correct. While if k-th transition is an output 
action, we try to check that the output action can be executed with the execution 
timing (b) and (c), and that it cannot be executed with (a) for many times. If we 
can confirm them, we regard that the transition condition is correct. In general, 
there may exist other types of errors than the above (1 )-(6). Also there may 
exist multiple faults. So, we cannot detect all types of errors as easily as we 
proposed above. However we are sure to be able to detect a significant number 
of errors by our method because these types of errors are typical. 

5. EXAMPLE 
We can apply our testing method to the example in Fig. 3 by constructing 

the set of UIO sequences U as follows. 

U = { data_start?data_end? firsLdisplay_start!, 
data_end? fir st_display _start!, 
firsLdisplay_start!, fir sLdisplay_end! 
data_start? data_end? display _start!, 
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data_end? display _start!, display_start!, 
display_starLintime!, display_end!noLmdf!, 
display_end!data_start?, noLmdf!} 

The set of shortest paths from the initial state to all states can be used as 
the set of transfer sequences V. We have confirmed we can generate the 
set of must-traceable test sequences : (A) V.Uo and V.Ux for identifying 
states, and (B) V.A.Uo and V.Ax for identifying transitions. For exam
ple, for a test sequence w = data_start?v 1 data_end? firsLdisplay_start! 
fir sLdisplay_end! data_start? v 2 data_end? display_start! display _end! 
noLmdf! for identifying state sg, the condition to make the sequence w must
traceable is D(vi, v2) = [b S Th2 + v2- VI- x]. If the constants b, Th2 and 
x are actually 10, 2 and 10, respectively, any input data VI, v2 which satisfy 
the inequality 10 :::; 2 + v2 - VI - 10 (that is, 18 S v2 - vi) can be given in 
order to make w must-traceable. The executable time interval for each input 
action in w can be specified as a function of the execution time of its preceding 
actions and input values VI and v2. 

We have developed a tool to decide whether a formula like formulas in Fig. 4 
is true or not. By using the tool, we can check the must/may-traceability of 
test sequences like the above example within a few seconds for most cases 
(Pentium II 200MHz). In general, if we apply the general algorithms checking 
the satisfiability of rational Pres burger sentences [7], it takes much more time to 
decide the must/may-traceability of a given test sequence (in some cases, a few 
hours or more). Also, the sufficient condition introduced in Section 3.3 makes 
the decision time further short. For the example in Fig. 3, we can prove all the 
test sequences are must-traceable using the sufficient condition introduced in 
Section 3. 

We have applied our technique to the following examples which can be 
modeled as our timed 110 automata using our test case derivation tool : 

• the multiplexing protocol for multimedia communication like H.223[9] 
which sends packets consisting of three media, that is, movie (MPEG2 
etc.), sound and text data. 

• Ethernet protocol [ 14] and its time-out mechanism. 

For the above examples, we have derived must-traceable test sequences for 
most cases. However, for checking some time-out actions (or interruption), 
we can only derive may-traceable test sequences since such time-out actions 
can be executed only when their preceding output actions are executed very 
late. Even for such cases, we can recognize when the preceding output actions 
should be executed in order to make a time-out action executable. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a timed I/0 automaton model for specifying 

real-time communication protocols, and a method to generate conformance test 
cases with execution timing for their I/0 actions. In general, from a state, if 
there is a choice (branch) between two output actions and/or between an input 
action and an output action, then the tester cannot control which output action 
should be executed, that is, the decision of such a choice is made by the IUT 
itself. If an undesirable branching output action is executed during a test run, 
we must reset the test run and try the same test run again. The paper [12] treats 
such a problem and has proposed a suitable testing method. The method for 
treating such uncontrollable output actions is also applicable to our method. 

As the future work, we are planning to develop a tool which translates given 
specifications written in time extended SDL and E-LOTOS into the proposed 
timed I/0 automata, and to derive test sequences from those specifications 
directly. 
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